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Make playtime learning time with great games that work in any size class! Here are more than 140

easy-to-lead, fun-to-play games that teach preschoolers about Bible characters and stories. You'll

love the clear, simple directions, and your kids will love that they can actually do these games! Pull

them out for Sunday school, children's church, preschool, anywhere you want preschoolers to learn

Bible truths as they play!In this easy-to-use lesson book, you'll get: Games for ages two through five

years, Welcome Games, Quiet Time Games, Medium-Energy Games, Active Games, and Songs

and Finger Plays.
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I received this book to use for our AWANA club. It's divided up into five sections. The first section

has 30 "Welcome" games to help kids get to know one another. The next three sections are divided

up between quiet time games, medium-energy games, and active games. There's a final section

made up of songs. Some of the games are simple (ball games, balloon games, Bible character

games, singing games). Others will take personal time at home to make before they can be played

with (cut outs of animals, game boards, game pieces). So far we have played about 50 of these

games and the kids have enjoyed them. There were only about 2 that didn't go over well, but we

quickly moved on to the next game, and the kids didn't seem to mind. I had difficulty with the several



of the songs - either the words didn't go with the rhythm or I'm just not very musical. :o) Overall, I

think the kids enjoyed the majority of the games we've played and that's what counts. There are

cute illustrations throughout the book that give you an idea how some of the games are done. The

titles to the games are big and bold, and the parts you need to say out loud are in bold letters in the

paragraphs (very nice feature).I would have given it a higher rating if the book had been a little

better organized. I would have liked it better if the games had been categorized under each section.

For instance, under Quiet Time games, I would have like it better if the games would have been

listed as Number Games, Bible Character games (some have the names in the title), Shape Games,

Color Games, Music/rhythm Games, etc., and how much prep time some of them take, otherwise I

had to read through each and every game to decide whether I had time to do them, or if it was the

one that would fit the lesson we were teaching that night.Overall, the games are creative, fun, and

emphasize God, Jesus, Bible characters and events while helping children become familiar with

them in a hands-on way.

We do Awana at our church and have been drawing from this resource for our Cubbie (preschool

aged group) Play Time for several years now. I really enjoy the variety of game suggestions

throughout the book. There are games for smaller sized groups, larger groups, games that take little

to no preparation, games that take alot of preparation, and games that require high action and

games that require low action and all the energy level games in between! I would highly recommend

the "Let's Play" book to anyone looking for some fresh games/activities for preschool aged students!

I wouldn't say this book is for churches only as there are a VERY limited amount of references to

Bible characters throughout.
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